
FEMALE AMERICAN STAFFORDSHIRE TERRIER

CHARLOTTE, NC, 28215

 

Phone: (704) 879-1729 

Call or text with any information

ADOPT DOG
A CRY FOR HELP FOR OUR FURRY FRIEND

Meet Blaise! \nIf you are looking for a high energy but 

cuddly and loving dog, Blaise is the girl for you! It’s been a 

rough year for poor Blaise... she just cant seem to find the 

right fit for her unique outlook on life. She needs to be in a 

home that has a fenced in yard to show off her amazing 

“zoomie” skills. Blaise is looking for a person who will keep 

her mentally stimulated.\n\nEstimated age: 3 years 

old\nBreed: Part staffy/part lab/all sass\nWeight: 55 

pounds\n\n- Blaise is a smart, curious girl who loves to 

explore. She absolutely loves to go on hikes! She will sniff 

every plant, leaf, bug, rock… anything she comes in 

contact with.   \n- She can walk very well on a leash with 

anyone who follows the expectations set up through 

previous training. With that said, she is reactive to other 

dogs so crowded areas around other dogs are not ideal 

places for her to explore. She can be especially vocal when 

she sees another dog, and she has a very unique voice 

that will definitely get attention.  \n- Blaise is a rock star 

inside the house. Completely house and crate trained, she 

loves to hang out with her people either on the couch or in 

the bed. She just wants to be wherever they are.  \n- As 

long as she gets her energy out either with a run, a good 

walk with lots of amazing smells, and some mind-

stimulating games, she just wants to cuddle.  \n\nBlaise is 

seeking an adopter who will continue professional training 

for her socialization skills and obedience. She needs to be 

the only pet in the home (no other dogs or cats) and 

because of her high energy no kids under the age of 

15.\n\nBefore emailing- please read:\n- Yes, this dog is 

available for adoption\n- The adoption fee for Blaise is 

$256\n- Apply at c2cnd.org\n- The adoption fee covers 

their age appropriate shots, microchip, deworming, spay/

neuter, and any other medical expenses while in our care.

\n- Local adopters only. Due to our thorough adoption 

process including home visits, we limit our adoptions to 

local families in the greater Charlotte area.\n- If you have 

any additional questions, email us at dogs@c2cnd.org and 

we will respond as soon as possible!
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